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Overall Comments 
As per our email correspondences this project has come across with depth and 
strength with an emotive underscore. This type of dual constructed narrative has 
been pieced together effectively, yet more time would have yielded a tighter 
resolve.  There are elements that could do with minor adjustments, but overall it is 
a very competent and successful piece.    

In a way, this project has touched on both the ‘Photographing the Unseen’ and 
‘Using Props’ headlines in quite a unique approach, in that it touches on the 
periphery of vernacular and constructed visual narratives. An excellent learning 
log supports this project, where the strength of your exploration lies. The images 
are technically proficient with a couple that would benefit from stronger 
compositions and/or cropping and a few that could afford to be edited out of 
the final set. 

Feedback: 
Demonstration of Technical and Visual Skills 
You have demonstrated a technically competent approach to this assignment 
with some strong observational skills evolving. The use of various cameras is not 
overly evident in the final set on ‘Pauls’ blog; yet this visual approach has been a 
credit to the nature of this piece. There is strength in your still-life pieces, street 
photography and abstract landscape work, yet some stand out more than 
others. The image by the Shaftesbury Memorial Fountain pulls the viewer in 
beautifully; there is tension in the scene with the conflicted gazes but it works. As a 
subtle edit, just straighten this image slightly, as it is leaning to the left; also crop it 
slightly on the right hand side to remove the red façade element on the building.  

Although they are integral to the text, the soft-edged image of the tulips does not 
fit very well with the other two landscapes. The image of the postman although 
integral to ‘Pauls’ story comes across a little too engineered and reads as a 
secondary component. The mist and the notion of moving home, has more 
scope for some abstract interpretations.   

The still-life images shot on the white backdrop would benefit from some cropping 
or reshooting with a different angle/composition. The foreground of the table 
edge in image #02 breaks up the flow with an unwanted line. Also the position of 
the negative space through using a portrait format adds to an unbalanced 
design in them all. Perhaps shoot these again, this time overexpose by about 1-2 
stops to allow for a much brighter scene. Also compositionally, explore Letinsky’s 
work further, in particular her placement and somewhat destructive approach.  



Quality of Outcome 
I may have misinterpreted the reasoning slightly, however I am a little unsure 
about how the two sets of images work for this assignment. There are the images 
contained on ‘Pauls’ blog, and then there is the final selection of eight still-life 
shots. I understand the fabrication of ‘Pauls’ blog and the appropriation of your 
images to visually illustrate elements of his story; yet how do the still-life images fit 
into the narrative? In your, ‘My response as Viewer’ verse, you describe their 
presence as a ‘parallel impulse to achieve more of an objective distance from 
this yearning whilst trying to capture some essence of “Laura”.’ 

I can read the traces of ‘Laura’ in the images; the account of the photograph 
found in ‘Pauls’ jeans, one of her books left behind. The elements are all there 
supporting ‘Pauls’ thoughts, perhaps just more clarity on their formation. They 
could form your interpretation of the internal struggle ‘Paul’ is facing. The project 
could take on a two-step process. The first, which you have done eloquently and 
that is the creation of ‘Pauls’ blog as a stand-alone artefact. The second part 
would be your still-life interpretation of this found narrative; in which you have 
connected with and wish to visualise through these mini tableau’s.     

Referring back to Letinsky’s work, this would be a highly effective and almost 
evocative stylistic approach. If you can produce another set of eight images, this 
time just using the white table top scene and forego using the laptop, clothing 
books etc. Look on the lines of a ripped photograph, tulip bulbs, autumnal 
colours; this is where the series could take on a much stronger resolve.      

Demonstration of Creativity 
Your risk with this project was well supported; you have produced an interesting 
and thought-provoking project that still has scope for development. This is a 
strong and creative piece that goes beyond the realm of photography and starts 
to explore performative acts of writing and acting. The underlying personal 
aspect of this project is evidenced in your commentaries, with some touching 
lines of enquiry about self-representation, which may be the stepping-stone for 
the next assignment on self-portraiture.   

Going by your research into Calle and Michals, how would you describe the 
relationship between the main elements of your work? Does the text support the 
images or does it guide them; is it ‘text and photography’ or ‘photography and 
text’? They both work harmoniously yet the process employed could be read a 
number of ways. 

Learning Log  & Contextualisation 
Your contextualisation and supporting research is very articulated, which 
demonstrates a developed and intellectual understanding of the source material. 
Coupled with your conclusions and observations, that draw upon a range of 
supporting direction; the comments and acknowledged guidance by your peers 
evidences a strong and sustained developmental pathway. 

Although they are few, I would recommend not to use Wikipedia references; they 
are OK for quick referrals and to get some clarification on data, but they are not 
ideal for academia; more so when writing essays.  



Suggested reading/viewing & Pointers for the next assignment 
The next assignment on self-portraiture can be a challenge to some 
photographers who shy away from the other side of the camera. Yet with this 
assignment the end result does not have to be typical self-portraits. Still, I do 
believe that it is a poignant exercise for all photographers to be photographed 
and to photograph themselves to fully understand the process of visual 
examination and representation. There are also notions of power, control and 
feelings of vulnerability associated with this project that make for great research.   

Start by looking at the self-portraits of Vivian Maier; although she is best known for 
her street style, reportage work I feel her self-portraits are more alluring. They were 
typically shot as reflective self-portraits, in mirrors, windows etc., yet there are 
some beautiful shadow play shots that work very well, see: 
http://www.vivianmaier.com/gallery/self-portraits/ 

Thinking of your performance and beautiful personal commentary I wonder if the 
work of Cindy Sherman would be of interest. Her work is about identity and 
representation and has taken on many styles over the years. Your line, ‘I’ve also 
often wondered what I would be like if I were born a male.’ Well perhaps explore 
this and document the process. 
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/cindy-sherman-1938 

Regarding this assignment, there are elements of the found and the vernacular 
evident, have you explored the work of Joachim Schmid? If not then see: 
http://petapixel.com/2014/09/24/joachim-schmid-artist-finds-publishes-peoples-
photos/ 

Also on the lines of found and constructed falsehoods look at Erik Kessels: 
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/mar/30/the-worlds-weirdest-
photo-albums 

As an after thought, it would be most exciting to continue your investigations into 
reciprocal projects. You have already explored Godwin’s and Hughes’s work, 
which is a great example. The key will be about finding the right catalyst, 
methodology and other artist, in which to take this further. Yet, the mechanism 
you have employed to bring about this project is very intriguing and as 
mentioned goes into the world of performance. Perhaps this ‘act’ could be your 
angle, in which you take characters from popular culture/literature, create 
variations on their backstory and purpose; then you step into their shoes to 
become another persona creating the stimulus for you to then work upon once 
you are Catherine again.  

I’ll admit, reading that back, it does sound too much for the photography 
assignments, but not too far-fetched or ridiculous as a method for representing 
different alternatives of the self.  
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